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This paper discusses polymatroid greedoids, a superclass of them, called local 
poset greedoids, and their relations to other subclasses of greedoids. Polymatroid 
greedoids combine in a certain sense the different relaxation concepts of matroids as 
polymatroids and as greedoids. Some characterization results are given especially 
for local poset greedoids via excluded minors. General construction principles for 
intersection of matroids and polymatroid greedoids with shelling structures are 
given. Furthermore, relations among many subclasses of greedoids which are 
known so far. are demonstrated. (~‘1 1985 Acadenw Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Matroids on a finite ground set E can be defined by a rank function 
r:2E+n+, which is subcardinal, monotone, and submodular. 
Polymatroids are relaxations of them. The rank function of a polymatroid 
is monotone and submodular. Subcardinality is required only for the empty 
set by normalizing r(0) = 0. One way of defining greedoids is also via a 
rank function. Here, the rank function is subcardinal, monotone, but only 
locally submodular, which means that if the rank of a set is not increased 
by adding one element as well as another element to it, then the rank of the 
set will not increase by adding both elements to it. Again, this is a direct 
relaxation of submodularity and hence of the matroid definition. 
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In this paper we introduce polymatroid greedoids, which in a certain 
sense combine these different relaxation concepts. Given a polymatroid and 
its rank function, we get the associated polymatroid greedoid as the collec- 
tion of all words (i.e., ordered subsets of E) such that for every beginning 
section of these words the rank function equals its cardinality. For a special 
case, this way of deriving a language from a polymatroid was described by 
Faigle [6]. 
Polymatroid greedoids are a very important and, in a sense, central sub- 
class of greedoids, as it will be shown in this paper. In Section 2 we men- 
tion briefly some basic definitions and facts about greedoids. However, for 
more detail about structural properties and subclasses of greedoids, which 
are used in this paper, we have to refer to some earlier papers about 
greedoids, especially Korte and Lovasz [9-l 11. 
Section 3 gives some examples of polymatroid greedoids, among which 
poset greedoids and undirected branching greedoids are notable. 
In Section 4 we give the main results about polymatroid greedoids and 
introduce local poset greedoids, a proper superclass of them, which con- 
tains the classical (directed) branchings. Some elementary properties of the 
polymatroid rank function are derived, and we relate it to the locally sub- 
modular rank function of the associated greedoid. Furthermore, we show 
that a polymatroid greedoid has some interesting local properties, namely a 
local intersection property, a local union property, and a local augmen- 
tation property. We prove that the first two of these properties characterize 
local poset greedoids. We have been unable to give a similar charac- 
terization for polymatroid greedoids. Like in the case of matroid theory we 
could try to characterize subclasses of greedoids via excluded minors. A 
first result of this kind is given for local poset greedoids, but again not for 
polymatroid greedoids. 
Section 5 gives some constructions for more general local poset greedoids 
as intersections of polymatroid greedoids with certain shelling structures. 
These greedoids are called polymatroid branchings. A further 
generalization which is obtained by the intersection of matroids and quasi- 
modular set systems leads to a class of greedoids which we call trimmed 
matroids. These are not local posets anymore. 
Finally, in Section 6 we give a complete chart of many subclasses of 
greedoids, which were discovered so far and demonstrate the relations 
among these classes. We believe that this is helpful for a further and deeper 
understanding of greedoidal structures. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES: MATROIDS, POLYMATROIDS, AND GREEDOIDS 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic facts of matroid 
theory. In general our notation is in accordance with the standard matroid 
terminology. 
A set system over a finite ground set E is a pair (E, 9) with 9 E 2E. A 
set system is a matroid if the following axioms hold: 
(Ml) 0~9, 
(M2) XG YES implies XE~, 
(M3) if X, YES and (XI > 1 YI, then there exists an XEX- Y such 
that Y u x E 4. 
A set system which satisfies only (Ml ) and (M2) is called independence 
system or hereditary set system. For an arbitrary set system we define its 
hereditary closure as 
3?(F):= Jr= {Xc Y: Y&F}. 
and its accessible kernel as 
X(9) := X = (XE~: X= {x1 ,..., xk} and (x1 ,..., x,} ~9 
for all 1 <i<k). 
Sets belonging to 9 are called feasible sets (or in case of a hereditary set 
system independent sets). Elements of 2E - B are nonfeasible sets (or depen- 
dent sets). For Xc E a maximal feasible subset is called a basis of X. 
Another way of defining matroids is via a rank function r: 2E + Z, which 
is 
(Rl) r(X) < 1x1 (subcardinal), 
(R2) XG Y G E implies r(X) < r(Y) (monotone), 
(R3) for X, Ys E: r(Xu Y) + r(Xn Y) < r(X) + r(Y) (submodular). 
Since it is a basic fact of matroid theory that these two concepts are 
equivalent, we sometimes denote a matroid by (E, r). 
Polymatroids are straightforward generalizations of matroids. Let E be a 
finite ground set and r: 2E + Z + . We call (E, r) a polymatroid if 
(Rl’) r(0) = 0 
together with (R2) and (R3) holds. As in the case of matroids there are 
many equivalent axiomatic definitions of polymatroids. But they are not 
needed for the purpose of this paper. 
Greedoids were introduced in Korte and Lovasz [7]. They are other 
generalizations (or in a sense ordered versions) of matroids. The reader is 
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referred to Korte and Lovasz [9, 141 for more details and structural 
properties of greedoids. However, to make this paper selfcontained, we 
state here some basic facts about greedoids. 
A language dp over a finite ground set E (which is called the alphabet) is 
a collection of finite sequences x1 “‘xk of elements xiE E for 1 < i<k. We 
call these sequences strings or words. A language is called simple if no letter 
is repeated in any of its words. A letter x E E is dummy if it does not appear 
in any word of 9. A language is called normal if it has no dummy letters. 
A language is furl if it has at least one word containing all letters. 
(E, 58) is called a hereditary language if 
(Gl) 01~9, 
(G2) if x,...x,E5! then x,....~~E.JZ for 1 <iik. 
A simple hereditary language is called a greedoid if in addition the 
following holds: 
(G3) if x1 ...x,EP’ and y,... y, E 5Z with k > 1, then there exists a j 
with 1 <j < k such that v, . . . .v,xi E Y. 
Apart from this definition of hereditary languages and greedoids as 
collections of ordered sets, we can also define them in an unordered version 
by considering the underlying sets of strings. Then an accessible set-system 
(E, 9) is a set system F c 2” with 
(HI) @ES, 
(H2) for all XE 9 there exists an x E X such that X-x E 9. 
A set system (E, 9) is a greedoid if (Hl ), (H2) and the following hold: 
(H3) if X, YE@ and 1x1 = ) YI + 1, then there exists an x0- Y 
such that YUXEF. 
Given a greedoid (E, 6p) defined by (Gl), (G2), and (G3), let 
F := {{x1 )...). w,}:x,~~~x,E22} 
then it is immediate that (E, 9) satisfies (H 1 ), (H2), and (H3 ). Conversely, 
if a set system (E, 9) satisfies the unordered axioms (Hl), (H2) and (H3), 
then one can show that 
2 = (XI . . xjg ix, ,..., x~)EF for all l<i<k} 
defines uniquely a greedoid (E, 2) which fullils (Gl ), (G2), and (G3). 
Thus, the ordered and unordered definitions are equivalent and we will use 
them in the following concurrently. It is an easy observation that (H2) and 
(H3) are equivalent to (M3). Then (E, 9) is a greedoid iff (Ml) and (M3) 
hold, which shows that greedoids are direct relaxations of matroids. 
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For a greedoid we can define the (independence) rank of a set Xc E as: 
r(X):= max(IAJ:AEX,AEPj. 
This function has the following properties for X, Y G E and X, y E E: 
(RO) r(O) = 0, 
(RI) r(X) G PI, 
(R2) if XL Y then r(X)Gr(Y), 
(R3’) if r(X) = r(Xu {x}) =r(Xu {y}) then r(X) = r(Xu (x) u (y}). 
Conversely, a function r: 2E + Z satisfying (RO), (Rl ), (R2), and (R3’) 
defines uniquely a greedoid (cf. Korte and Lovasz [4]). These axioms are 
again direct relaxations of the rank definition of matroids, for which in 
addition we have the unit increase property 
r(Xu (x}) d r(X) + 1 for XGE,.X~E. 
From (RO)(R3’) and the unit increase property one derives in matroid 
theory that the rank function is submodular, i.e., r(Xn Y) + r(Xu Y) d 
r(X) + r(Y). This fails to hold for greedoids in general; but the property 
(R3’), which we call local submodularity, is often a reasonable substitute. 
In contrast to matroids, the intersection of a set with a basis of a 
greedoid may have larger cardinality than the rank of this set. Therefore we 
define the basis rank of a set XG E as 
B(X) := max{ IXnB(: BEF}. 
Clearly, b(X) > r(X). A set XS E is called rank feasible if B(X) = r(X). We 
denote the family of all rank feasible sets by B! = 9(E, P;). Clearly, 9 G 8 
and F = .% for a full greedoid. In general (E, &?) is not a greedoid and W is 
not closed under union. 
We recall here some facts about rank-feasibility (cf. Korte and Lovisz 
[9]): A greedoid is a matroid iff B = 2E. For A, B c E we have 
B(AuB)+r(AnB)<B(A)+P(B) 
and consequently, if A, BE S? then 
r(A u B) + r( A n B) < r(A) + r(B), 
i.e., r is submodular on .G%?. This can be also derived from the fact that 
AEW iff r(AuX)<r(A)+IXI for all XsE-A. 
A fundamental concept in matroid theory is the closure operator. 
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Therefore we define analogously for greedoids the (rank) closure of a set 
XEEas 
o(X) := (xEE: r(Xu {x>)=r(X)}. 
This operator is not monotone, but it has the following properties: 
(Cl) Xc o(X) for all Xr E, 
(C2) if X& YE o(X) then a(X) = c( Y), 
(C3) if XcE and XEE-X such that for all ZEXUX, 
z$a(Xux-z), and x~c$Xuy), then y~~(Xux). 
It was shown in Korte and Lovasz [9] that a mapping rr: 2” + 2” 
satisfying (Cl), (C2), and (C3) uniquely defines a greedoid. 
The closure axioms for greedoids are again relaxations of the closure for 
matroids. (Cl) is trivial, (C2) follows from monotonicity and idempotence, 
and (C3) is a weakening of the Steinitz-McLane axiom for matroids. It can 
be shown that (C2) implies idempotence, but of course not monotonicity. 
A set Xc E is called closed if X = a(X). An easy construction leads to a 
monotone closure operator, namely 
p(X):= (7 {Y:XsYand Yclosed) 
p does not determine the greedoid uniquely. In fact, for a full greedoid we 
have p = id, 
We call a set closure-feasible if XC o(A) implies XC p(A), or-which is 
equivalent-if Xs a(A) implies XE a(B) for A s B E E. The family of all 
closure feasible sets will be denoted by %? = %?(E, 9). The family V is closed 
under union and we have % E 9. Further, Q? with inclusion as a partial 
order forms a lattice with the operation A v B : = A u B and A A B : = 
U { CE %: C E A A B}. The rank function r is submodular on this lattice. 
(E, V) is not a greedoid in general, but the accessible kernel Z = x(q) of 
‘8 defines trivially a greedoid. The rank function does not have the unit 
increase property on V. But since x c ‘?? is also a lattice, the rank function 
is also submodular on X. 
A very substantial subclass of greedoids are interval greedoids. We call a 
greedoid (E, 9) an interval greedoid if for all A, B, C E 9 with A z B E C 
and XEE-C such that AUXIZB and CUXEF, it follows that 
Bu x E 9”. In Korte and Lovbz [9] it was shown that a greedoid is an 
interval greedoid iff V = W and iff 9 z %?. Generally, no inclusion relation 
holds between P and %?. Furthermore, if (E, P) is an interval greedoid, 
then already (E, %‘) is a greedoid. 
We call a normal interval greedoid a shelling structure if the interval 
property mentioned above holds without upper bounds, i.e., if for all A E B 
and x E E - B such that A u x E 9 it follows B u x E 9. Shelling structures 
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are full greedoids. They were introduced by Edelman [ 173 and Jamison- 
Waldner [18] as combinatorial abstractions of convexity. They are studied 
in greater detail in Korte and Lo&z [lo]. There are many equivalent 
ways to define shelling structures. For the purpose of this paper we give 
here two other definitions: 
Let & denote the family of subsets of E which can be represented as 
unions of elements of 9. Then a normal greedoid (E, 9) is a shelling 
structure iff & = P-. In fact if (E, 9) is any greedoid then (E, &) is a shell- 
ing structure. (cf. Korte and Lovksz [ 111). 
A third equivalent definition is the following: Let for each eE E a set 
system e E 2E of alternative precedences be given. Let 
Y = (x1 . ..xk.foralll<i<k,xiEEandthere 
isasetUE$Y,suchthatUz{x ,,..., xiP,f-) 
(in words: xi may occur in a word if at least one “alternative precedence 
set” occurs before x,), and assume that 9 has no dummy elements. Then 
(E, 9’) is a shelling structure. (Clearly we could assume that X=G 2EPp, 
since the members of Xe containing e play no role as alternative preceden- 
ces. But it will be more convenient to allow Ze E 2E.) 
A subclass of shelling structures are poset greedoids. Let (E, d ) be a 
finite poset. (Lower) ideals of this poset are all sets XG E with the property 
that x E X and y <x implies that y E X. For BE E we call the set Z(B) : = 
{x E E: there exists a b E B such that x < b} the (lower) ideal generated by B. 
If B contains a single element 6, we write Z(b). Let 9 be all (lower) ideals 
of (E, d ). Then (E, 9) is a poset greedoid. 
Another interesting subclass of shelling structures is convex shelling. Let 
E be a finite set of vectors in R” and let 
2 = {x, . *. xx-: xi is a vertex of the convex 
hullofE-x,...x_, for 1 <i<kj 
Then (E, 9) is a convex shelling. For further details see Korte and Lovkz 
c 101. 
We need some further definitions of subclasses of greedoids which are 
also related to posets. Faigle [6] has extended matroidal structures to par- 
tially ordered sets. It turns out that these structures, which we call 
F-geometries, are special greedoids. The relations of F-geometries and 
greedoids are studied in Korte and Lov6sz [ 111. We give here only some 
definitions. 
Let (E, U) be a greedoid and 6 a partial order of the ground set E. 
Then (E, 9, < ) is called an F-geometry if in addition the following two 
conditions are fulfilled: 
5R?h W-4 
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(Fl) For every BE.~: I(B) 
(F2) every ideal in (E, <) is closure-feasible. 
For every F-geometry there exists on the same poset a unique largest, as 
well as a unique smallest F-geometry, for which the rank function is the 
same on ideals. Given an F-geometry (E, 50, let 
%= {Xl . ..x.EP’:for all l$i<k and ally<xi,x,...xj~1y4~} 
(i.e., L& is the set of lexicographically minimal words in 9) and 
Y”={x,~~~xk:r(Z(x,~~~xi))=iforall l<i<k}. 
We call (E, Yo) a minimal F-geometry and (E, 2”) a maximal F-geometry. 
Supermatroids were introduced by Dunstan, Ingleton, and Welsh [3]. 
They are F-geometries in which every feasible set is an ideal. For a direct 
definition, we refer to Welsh [16]. 
Analogously to matroids, we can define minor operations for greedoids: 
Let (E, F) be a greedoid and TE E. The restriction of (E, 9) is the 
greedoid (T, 9 1 T), where 
Y;I.=(XEP:XET]. 
If U : = E - T we say that the restriction to T is obtained by the deletion of 
U. We set 
F\U=F\(E-T) := 91.. 
It is obvious that (T, 4 1 T) = (E - U, 9\ U) is a greedoid. 
The definition of contraction is not so straightforward and will be 
meaningful for general greedoids only if the contracted set is independent. 
Let (E, 9) be a greedoid and UE 9. Then the contraction of U results in 
the greedoid (E - U, Y”/ U) where 
Y/U:= {XsE-U:XVUE~“S. 
It is again obvious that (E - U, 91 U) is a greedoid. 
We define a k-truncation of a greedoid (E, 2’) by (E, dip,), where Yk con- 
tains all words in 9 of length of at most k. Obviously (E, L&) is also a 
greedoid. 
Finally, we have to define polymatroid greedoids, the main topic of this 
paper: Given a polymatroid (E, f), let 
gf= Y = (x, . . * xk: f(xi ,..., xi) = i for all 1 < i < k}. 
Then (E, Pf) is called a polymatroid greedoid and we prove: 
THEOREM 2.1. (E, Tf) is an interval greedoid. 
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Proof: Properties (Gl) and (G2) are obvious. To prove property (G3) 
we take two words x1 ... xi, y1 .*. yj~ Zf with i>i. Take the first k such 
that 
f(Yl~-.~ Yjf x1,...v xk) >f(Yl,.-., Yj) =j. 
Such a k exists, since if not, then 
f0 1 )...) yj, x, )...) Xi) 6 j < i 
which contradicts monotonicity off: By submodularity we have 
f(yl,...y yj, XI,.*., Xkpl)+f(XI,..., xk) 
df(x, ,..., xk- 1) +f(y, ,..., yj, ~~1,~ xk). 
This implies f  (y, ,..., y,, x1 ,..., xk)<j+ 1, thus it is equal toj+ 1. Again, by 
submoduiarityf(y,, . . . . yj, -‘ck) i- f(yl, . . . . yjt X1 ,..., xkp1) 3 f(y, ,..., yj) -k 
f(Yl,-, Y,, -XI,-, x,), which gives ,f(y, ,..., yj, xk) >i+ 1. By monotonicity 
off we have 
f(y,,..., yj, xk)<f(yI,..., )!I’ XI,..., xk)=j+ 1. 
Hence, f(y, ,..., yj, xk)=j+l and thereforey,...yjx,E+ 
It remains to show that (E, yf) has the interval property. Since f  is sub- 
modular, we have that f(Xuz) - f(X) . IS monotone decreasing for subsets 
of E-z; if it is equal to 1 for A, C with A E C, then it is also equal to 1 for 
all B with A c B c C. 1 
Note that += {@} iff((xj)a2 for all XEE. 
It is also worth pointing out the difference from, and similarity with, the 
notion of the matroid induced by (E, f) (Edmonds [ 17]), which is defined 
by 
A = {XL E: f  (Y) 2 ( YI for all Yc X>. 
3. EXAMPLES OF POLYMATROID GREEDOIDS 
Before we discuss some structural properties of polymatroid greedoids, it 
might be worthwhile to discuss some special polymatroids, which lead to 
interesting greedoids. 
(1) If the polymatroid is a matroid, then trivially the associated 
greedoid is the matroid itself. 
(2) Let G be a graph, rE V(G), and E= E(G). Define, for XE E, f(X) 
as the number of points in V(G) - r covered by X. It is straightforward to 
see that (E, f) is a polymatroid. Let (E, 9) be the greedoid associated with 
this polymatroid. Then a set XE E belongs to 9 iff X is a subtree of G 
containing the root r. We call these greedoids undirected branching 
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greedoids. We remark that directed branching greedoids, as defined in Korte 
and Lovhz [14] are not polymatroid greedoids (see Korte and Lovasz 
Cl01 1. 
(3) Let (E, d ) be a poset and for each XE E, let f(X) denote the size 
of the ideal generated by X. Again, it is easy to see that (E, f) is a 
polymatroid. Let (E, 9) be the greedoid associated with (E, f). Then 
XE 8 iff X is an ideal in (E, < ). Hence (E, f) is a poset (or schedule) 
greedoid as defined in Korte and Lovasz [ 143. 
(4) Faigle [6] showed that if r is the rank function of an F-geometry, 
then f(X) = r(Z(X)) defines a polymatroid function. Hence maximal 
F-geometries, as defined in Section 2, are polymatroid greedoids. 
4. ON THE STRUCTURE OF POLYMATROID GREEDOIDS 
AND LOCAL POSET GREEDOIDS 
Throughout this section, if not noted otherwise, let (E, f) be a 
polymatroid and (E, 9) be associated greedoid. It is clear from the 
definition of 9 that if XE 8 then f(X) = 1x1. The converse is not 
necessarily true, but if we add an accessibility hypothesis, then a converse 
can be easily shown: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let XrEandf’(X)= (Xl. Suppose that X-.uEFfor some 
.YEX. Then XEF. 
ProoJ By definition, X- x has an ordering (x, ,..., x,) such that 
f&b.., xi}) = i for i = l,..., j. Then the ordering (x1 ,..., x,, -u) shows that 
XE9. 1 
The next lemma shows that a similar converse statement also holds for 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A E F and Xc A L, 
(1) f(x)2 1x1; 
subsets of feasible sets. 
then 
(2) f(X)=IXl ijyXE9-. 
Proof. (1) We use induction on 
set of A not containing X. Then A’ L 
XI. Let A’ be a maximal feasible sub- 
XEP-. Indeed, by (M3), there exists 
an element QE A -A’ such that A’u a E 9. But by the maximality of A’, 
we have XrA’ua and hence A’uX=A’uaGF. 
By the submodularity of A f( A’) + f(X) > f( A’ n X) + f( A’ u X). Here 
A’,A’uXER and so f(A’)=IA’( and f(A’uX)=IA’uXI=JA’I+l. 
Further f( A’ n X) 3 (A’ n XI = I Xl - 1 by the induction hypothesis. Hence 
f(X) 2 1x1. 
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(2) “If’ is trivial by the definition of 8. To prove the “only if’ part, 
we use induction on 1x1 again. Let A’ be as in part (1) of the proof. Then 
equality holds throughout, in particular j(A’ n X) = IA’ n XI. So by the 
induction hypothesis, A’~XE~, and then by Lemma 4.1 we have that 
XEF. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that (E, 9) is normal. Then f(E) = r(E). 
ProoJ: Let B be a basis of (E, 9). Thenf(E) >f(B) = JBI = r(E). Let E 
be a maximal set such that Bc E’ E E and f(B) =f(E’). We show that 
E’ = E. Suppose not. Then since (6 9) is normal, there exists a feasible set 
A G E’. Choose A to be a minimal such set, then clearly A - E’ = (a} for 
some a. By the submodularity of f, f’(A) +f(E’) >f(A n E’) +f( A u E’). 
Here f(A) = IAI, f(E’) = IBI, and f(AnE')>(AnE(=(Al-1 by 
Lemma 4.2. So f(A US) ,< IBl + 1. By the maximality of E’, we have 
f(AuE’)= (BI + 1. 
On the other hand, again by submodularity, 
Here f(E’) = f(B) = IB( and hence f( B u a) 2 f( E’ u a). Since the reverse is 
trivial, we have f(Bua)=f(E'ua)=j"(E'uA)= IBJ+l. But then by 
Lemma 4.1, B u a E 9, which contradicts the assumption that B is a basis. 
I 
COROLLARY 4.4. Zf XE d then r(X) = f( X). 
Proof Apply Lemma 4.3 to the restriction of (E, 9) to X. l 
Now we define the following properties of a greedoid (E, 9): 
(A) (Local intersection property). If A GE, I, JJ E A, and A, A -x, 
A - y are feasible then A - .Y - y is feasible. 
(B) (Local union property). If A c E, X, ~1, z E E - A, and A, A u x, 
A u y, A u .Y u ~3 u z are feasible then A u x u y is feasible. 
(C) (Local augmentation property). If A E E, X, y, z E E - A, and A, 
A u x, A u ,v u z are feasible, then one of A u -7, A u x u 2, and A u x u y u 2 
is feasible. 
Remark. Figure 1 illustrates these properties; it shows the relevant part 
of the Boolean algebra 2E. If the full points are all feasible then one of the 
light points must also be feasible. 
THEOREM 4.5. Every polvmatroid greedoid has properties A, B, and C. 
ProoJ: (1) (Local intersection). By submodularity, 
f(A-x-y)+f(A)<f(A-s)+f(A-y). 
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FIG. 1. Property A, property B, and property C. 
Here f(A) = IAI, f(A -x) = IAl - 1, and f(A - y) = ]A( - 1 by definition, 
and f(A -x - y) > IA\ - 2 by Lemma 4.2. Hence equality must hold, in 
particular f(A -I - y) = ]A( - 2. Again by Lemma 4.2, this implies that 
A-X-yG-9. 
(2) (Local union). Again by submodularity, 
Heref(A)= lA),f(Aux)= IA( + 1, f(Auy)= IAl + 1 by hypothesis, and 
f(Auxuy)> IA( +2 by Lemma4.2, since AuxuycAuxuyuz~5F. 
Hence we conclude like above. 
(3) (Local augmentation). By Lemma 4.2, f(A u z) 2 /Al + 1. If 
equality holds, then A u z E 9 by Lemma 4.1. So suppose that f( A u z) > 
I A( + 2. Hence f(A u x u z) > ) Al + 2. If equality holds, then A u x u z E S 
by Lemma4.1, so suppose that f(Auxuz)~~Al+3. Then f(Auxu 
y u z) > 1 Al + 3. On the other hand by submodularity 
f(Auxuyuz)+f(A)Qf(Auyuz)+f(Aux). 
Since f(A)=(A\, f(Auyuz)=(A\+2, f(Aux)=IAI+l, we get 
f(Auxuyuz)sZ~A(+3. So f(Auxuyuz)=IAl+3. Lemma4.1 then 
yields Auxuyuz~5F. M 
We state some consequences of these three exchange properties. 
LEMMA 4.6. Every greedoid with properties (A) and (B) is an interval 
greedoid. 
Proof. Let AEB~CGE, XEE-C, and suppose that AuxeF and 
Cu x E 8. We claim that Bu x E 9. Without loss of generality, assume 
that B = A u b, and also that C is a minimal feasible superset of B with this 
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property. Let C= Bu {cr ,..., ck) so that Bu (cl ,,.., ci} E 9 for all 1 < id k. 
We show by induction on i that A u x u { c1 ,..., ci} E 9. For suppose this 
holds for some 06 i< k, then augment A uxu {c,,..., ci) from Bu 
{C 1 >...Y ci+ I }. The element to add must be either b or c, + 1. But if A u x u 
{C 1 ,.*-, ci} u b E 9 then C’ = A u b u { c1 ,..., ci} = B u {c, ,..., ci} contradicts 
the minimality of C. So A u xv {cr,..., ci+ r } E 9. In particular, A ux u 
{C I’..., c,}=Cux-b ~9. Thus CE.~, CUXE~, and Cux-bE9, and 
so by property (A), C- b E 9. But also C- ck E 9, so again by property 
(A), C-C,-bE9. But alSO (C-Ck--b)Ub=C-CkE@ and 
(C-c,-b)ux=Auxu{c, ,..., ck~,)EF-, and (C-c,-b)uxubu 
c,=Cux~g. Hence by property(B), C-c,u.~E~. So C’=C-c, con- 
tradicts the minimality of C again. l 
LEMMA 4.7. Let (E, 9) be a greedoid with properties (A) and (B). Let 
X, Y, ZEN, X, YGZ. Then Xn YES- and Xv YES. 
Proof Let ZJ be a maximal feasible set such that XE U c Xu Y. We 
claim that U = Xv Y. Suppose not. Let y be the first element of Y not in U 
in some feasible ordering of Y; thus there exists a feasible set Y’ E Yn U 
such that Y’ u y E 9. By augmenting U repeatedly from Z, we obtain a 
feasible set Z’ such that U E Z’ c Z - y and Z’ u y E 9. Thus Y’ E U E Z’ 
are feasible, Y’u y E 9, Z’u y E 9, and thus by the interval property, 
U u y E 9. But this contradicts the maximality of U. Hence X u YE S. 
To prove the other assertion, we use induction on IXu Y(. We may 
assume that X @ Y and Y @ X. Augment X from Xu Y to get a feasible 
setX’suchthatXcX’~XuYand(X’~=~XuY~-l.LetX’=XuY-y. 
Similarly, augment Y to a set Y’ = Xv Y-x E 9. Then by property (A), 
U :- = X’ n Y’ = Xu Y - x - y E 8. But then by induction hypothesis, 
Xn U= X- XE~. Again by the induction hypothesis, (X-x) n Y= 
XnYEF. 1 
Remark. Observe that, conversely, properties A and B follow trivially 
from the assertion of the above lemma. 
COROLLARY 4.8. For a fill greedoid (E, S-) the following properties are 
equivalent: 
(a) (E, 9) is a poset greedoid; 
(b) F is closed under union and intersection; 
(c) (E, 9) has properties (A) and (B); 
(d) (E, 9) is a polymatroid greedoid. 
Proof: We have seen that (a)*(d)= (c)*(b). To show that 
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(b)*(a), let for each XEE, Z(x)=n{AE%:xEA}. By hypothesis, 
Z(x) E %. 
Define a relation < by x 6 y iff x E Z(y). Trivially, x E Z(y) is equivalent 
to Z(x) c Z(y). Hence < is transitive. Furthermore, x d y and y < x implies 
x = y, because there exits a feasible ordering of E, and if x # y and say x 
comes before y in this ordering then the beginning section of this ordering 
up to x is a feasible set containing x but not y and so y 2 x. 
So Q is a partial order. It remains to show that 9 is just the family of 
ideals in (E, < ). First, let U E E be an ideal. Then clearly 
u= u {Z(u): UE U) E%. 
Conversely, let VE 9. To show that I/ is an ideal, let x E V and y < x. Then 
y E Z(x) G V. So V is an ideal. 1 
The results of Corollary 4.8 give rise to another definition: We call a 
greedoid (E, %) a local poset greedoid if it has properties (A) and (B). As a 
direct consequence of Corollary 4.8 we get that (E, %) is a local poset 
greedoid iff for A, B, C E % with A, B c C we have A u B, A n B E 9. This 
means that the restriction of a local poset greedoid to any feasible set C 
results in a poset greedoid. This is the motivation for the name. 
The following theorem gives an excluded minor characterization of local 
poset greedoids. (Note that both local poset greedoids and polymatroid 
greedoids are closed under taking minors.) So far we characterized sub- 
classes of greedoids by structural properties. This is the first charac- 
terization via forbidden minors. It might increase the structural knowledge 
about greedoids to get similar excluded minor results for other classes of 
greedoids. 
THEOREM 4.9. A greedoid (E, %) is a local poset greedoid iff it does not 
contain any of the following three types of greedoids as a minor: 
(1) E= {x, y, z), %=2”- {{z}}, 
(2) E= {x, y,z}, %=2”- ({x, y>}, 
(3) Let (E’, 9’) he a poset greedoid, x, y 4 E’, E : = E’u {x, y}, % = 
{@,E}u{Au.Y,Au~:AE%‘}. 
Proof. (only if) In the case of minors (1) and (3) we have E, E - x, 
E - y E %, but E - x - y $9 which contradicts property (A). In the case 
of minor (2), we have {x}, {y}, (x, y,z}~% but {x, y)$%, con- 
tradicting property (B). 
(if) Suppose that (E, %) is not a local poset greedoid. We may assume 
that all minors of (E, %) are local poset greedoids. According to properties 
(A) and (B) which characterize local poset greedoids, we have two cases: 
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Case 1 (Property B). There exists A E 9 with A u x, A u y, A u x u 
JJUZE 9 but A uxu ~$9. By minimality we may assume A = @, E= 
{x, y, z}, i.e., {x}, {y}, (x, y, z} ~9, but (x, y} # 9’. By greedoid 
propertywehave (x,z}, {y,z}~9-.Soeither9=2~-{{.‘t,y}}or9= 
2E- {{z), {x, y> ). In the second case we have minor (3) with E’= {z> and 
9’= (0, {z}}. 
Case 2 (Property A). There exists A E 4 and x, y EA such that 
A -xEF, A - ye9 but A-x- ~$5. By minimality we may assume 
A = E. Also by minimality we assume for all z E E - x - y that {z > $ Y, 
since otherwise we can contract z and get a smaller example. Thus, we 
assume for the rank r(E - x - y) = 0. But since E - J’ E 9, we have that 
E- y contains a feasible element, and so {x) E 9. Similarly { y } E 9. 
Now, we distinguish two subcases: 
Case 2a. There exists a z EE-x-y such that E-ZEF. Then 
E-x-ZEN, for otherwise we have E, E-x, E-2~9 but E-x-z+9 
and y E E - x - z with {z) E 8, which contradicts the above, if y and z are 
interchanged. Similarly, E - y - z E 6. But then E - x - y - z E 3, since 
otherwise E - z, E-z-x, E-z-yeF but E-z-x-y$F. This 
means that deletion of z leads to a smaller example (E - 2, 9\z). But since 
we know that r(E-x-y)=O, we have E-x-y-2=0, i.e., E= 
(x, y,z). so 9=2E- {{z>), and we have the case of minor (1). 
Case 2b. For all z E E-x - y we have E - z 4 9. Then no feasible set 
other than E contains both x and y, since otherwise this set would have a 
feasible superset of the form E - z, z fx, y. Consider E’:= E-x-y and 
9’ : = Y/x\y. Then (E’, F’) is a full greedoid, since E - y E 9. Further- 
more, (E’, F’) is a local poset greedoid by the minimality of (E, 9). So 
(E’, 9’) is a poset greedoid. 
Claim. 9/y\x = 9/x\ y. For, let A E g/x\y, this means that A u x E 9, 
y$A. Augment y from Aux to get a set Bu y~9 with /Buy] =IAuxl. 
Then BuyfE, so x$Buy, and hence B=A. Thus Au,vELF-, i.e., 
A E Y/v\x. This proves the claim. 
Let 
We claim that 9 = p. First, we show for XE 9 that XE g-. If X= 0, E 
we are done. So, suppose X# 0, E. Then (Xn (x, y} I = 1 by the above. 
Let, say, Xn{x, y>=(x). Then X-x~R/x\y=9’. So X=(X-x)v 
{x} E 9. Conversely, let XE p. Again, the cases X= 0, E are trivial. So 
suppose that X= A u x, A E F’ (say). Then since 9’ = Y/.X\ y, if follows 
that XE 9. Thus, 9 = g and we have the case of minor (3). 1 
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COROLLARY 4.10. An interval greedoid is a local poset greedoid ff it 
does not contain the greedoid (1) in Theorem 4.9 as a minor. 
Proof: Greedoids (2) and (3) do not have the interval property, while 
the interval property is trivially preserved under taking minors. 1 
COROLLARY 4.11. For an interval greedoid (E, P), the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) (E, 9) is a local poset greedoid, 
(b) (E, 9) has the local intersection property A. 
(c) (E, 9) has the following property A’: 
(A’) ZfA,Au{x,z}, Au{y,z}, Au{x, y,z}~P then Au(z}E~ 
(see Fig. 2). 
One may wish to get a similar excluded minor characterization for 
polymatroid greedoids. It follows from property (C) that no polymatroid 
greedoid can have the following minor: 
(4) E= 1x3 Y, z>, Y= (0, (4 (~1, {x, Y}, {x, 2)) 
(this is the directed branching greedoid of a transitively oriented triangle). 
One may conjecture that the exclusion of minors (lb(4) already charac- 
terizes polymatroid greedoids. It is easy to see that a greedoid without 
minors ( l)-(4) has properties (A), (B), and (C). 
THEOREM 4.12. Let (E, f) be a polymatroid, (E, 9) the associated 
greedoid and (E, A) the matroid induced by (E, f ). Then 
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If 2”) LY&, and diqK denote the hereditary languages corresponding to 9, 
zzf, and .& then 
Proof: By Lemma 4.2, 9’ c J%’ and hence 9’ &&n A. Next we show 
that if X, YE F and Xv YE J&! then Xu YE 9. Let y E Y be such that 
Y - y ~9, then by induction we may assume that Xu (Y - y)~ P-, and 
also that Xu (Y - y) # Xu Y, i.e., y 4 X. By submodularity, 
f(Xu Y) +f(Xn Y) <f(X) +f( Y). 
Here f(Xu Y)> /Xv YJ and f(Xn Y)> JXn YI as Xu YE&‘. On the 
other hand, f(X) = 1x1 and f( Y) = 1 Y( as X, YE 5. So equality must hold, 
in particular f(Xu Y) = 1 Xu YI. Since Xv Y - y E 9, this implies that 
Xu YES by Lemma4.1. 
Now dn,A c9 follows easily: let A Edna&. Then A = A, u ‘.. 
u A,c, where A, ,..., A, E 9. But then it follows by induction that A, u . . . 
u Ai E 9 for all i = l,..., k, in particular A E 4. The second assertion of the 
theorem follows trivially from the first. # 
Remark. Theorem 4.12 shows that every polymatroid greedoid is the 
intersection of a matroid and a shelling structure. Crapo (personal com- 
munication) asked if every interval greedoid has such a representation. This 
is, however, not true. Consider the following example: 
,F= (XcE: /XI G3, X# {u}, {u}, (u, u), {a, u, u}, (6, u, u}>. 
It is trivial to check that (E, 9) is an interval greedoid. However, 9’ can- 
not be represented as 9 = J? n P”, where (E, 4) is a matroid and (E, 9’) 
is a shelling structure. In fact, consider the set (a, u, u}. Since (a, u} E 
9sB’and {a,v)EFs9’, we have {a, u, u} E F’. But (a, u, v} $ B and 
so {a,u,o}&.&‘. Similarly, {b,u,u}$&. But {u,u}~{c,u,u}EFGE 
and hence (u, u} E J&‘. Thus (a, b, U, u} is contained in the A-closure of 
(u, 0). But this is a contradiction since (a, b, u} E 9 c ~2’. 
It seems to be an interesting open problem to characterize those 
greedoids which arise as the intersection of a matroid with a shelling struc- 
ture. Some examples of such greedoids follow in the next section. 
A polymatroid is not uniquely determined by its associated greedoid. In 
fact, the next theorem shows that every polymatroid greedoid can be 
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defined by a 2-polymatroid. Let (E, f) be a polymatroid and k E Z + . Let 
the k-truncation f (k’ off be defined by 
ftk'(X)= m&{f(Y)+ k IX- YI) 
It is easy to see (cf. Lovasz [ 151) that f (k) is a polymatroid function for 
all k > 0. Note that the l-truncation off gives just the matroid induced by 
J: Theorem 4.12 describes how (E, 9) can be obtained from the l-trun- 
cation off: The next result shows that the situation is even simpler if we 
consider 2-truncation. 
THEOREM 4.13. Let (E,f) be a polymatroid and (E, f"') its 2-trun- 
cation. Then the greedoid associated with (E, f) is the same as the greedoid 
associated with (E, f (2'). 
Proof. Let (E, 9) and (E, Ft2)) be these two greedoids. First, let 
XE 9. Then by Lemma 4.2, 
f"'(X)= miI&{f(Y)+2 IX- Yl} 
~min{IYI+21X-YI)~(XI. 
YGX 
But trivially, 
so f”‘(X) = 1x1. Furthermore, X has an ordering (xi,..., xk} such that 
i 
x ,,..., x~}EF for all ldi<k and hence f”‘({x, ,..., x,})=i. Thus 
x1 ,..., xk} E F12’. 
Second, let X E gc2’. Then 
Ix(=f’2’(X)=~~x{f(Y)+2 IX- Yl} 
c 
> min {f “I( Y) + 2 (X- Y( ) 
YC x 
~min{lYl+2 (X- Yl) 
YEX 
> 1x1. 
Hence equality holds throughout, in particular the minimum is attained for 
Y = X only, and we have f(X) = f”‘(X) = (Xl. Hence XE B follows as 
above. 1 
Remarks. (1) For poset greedoids, the polymatroid function we con- 
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FIGURE 3 
strutted is not a 2-polymatroid. In fact, it is the largest among all 
polymatroid functions representing the given poset greedoid. For let Z(X) 
denote the ideal generated by Xc E. Then, for any polymatroid (E, f) 
whose associated greedoid is the given poset greedoid, we have 
f(X) Gf(W)) = IZ(X)l, 
since Z(X) is feasible. 
(2) We do not know whether there is a unique maximal one among 
all polymatroid functions defining a given greedoid. The following upper 
bound on any such function can easily be derived from Corollary 4.4: 
Unfortunately, the right-hand side does not define a submodular set 
function in general. For example, consider the undirected branching 
greedoid of the graph in Fig. 3. Setting 
g(X)=min{r(A):XcAEd}, 
we can easily calculate that g(125) = 3, g(345) = 3, g(12345) = 4, g(5) = 3. 
Hence g is not submodular. 
We conclude this section with a few further properties of polymatroid 
greedoids. Most of these will follow already from properties A, B, and C 
established above, and we formulate our results accordingly. This slightly 
more general approach may be useful in a possible proof of the conjecture 
that A, B, and C characterize polymatroid greedoids. 
LEMMA 4.14. Let (E, f) be a polymatroid, A E B and x E E - A such that 
f(A u x) = f(A) and f(x) > 0. Then A has a subset A’ E .F such that 
AIV.YEF. 
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Proof. Let (a,,..., a,) be a feasible ordering of A. The difference 
di=f({U,,..., ui, X))-f({UI,..., Uj))=f({U,,..., Ui, X})-i 
is monotone decreasing in i, as f is submodular. Furthermore, it decreases 
by at most one: 
4-4+,=f({a,, . . . . ai,.x))-f({u I,..., u;+,,x})+ 1 d 1 
Since d, = 0 and do > 0, we must have an i with di = 1. But then 
b 1 ,..., a,,~}~9 by Lemma4.1. 1 
LEMMA 4.15. Let (E, 9) be a greedoid with properties A, B, and C. Let 
a1 ... a, E 2, x E E, and assume that there exists a subset B c {a, ,..., a,) 
such that BUXES. Then there exists an i, 0 d i<n, such that 
Iu 1 ,..., uj, x} E 9. 
Proof. Let i be the last index such that {a, ,..., ui} has a subset B’ such 
that B’ u x E 9. Choose B’ E 9’ maximal. If B’ = {a, ,..., a,}, we are done. 
Suppose that B’ # {ul ,..., a,), and let j be the least index with ui$ B’. 
Let A = B’n {a,,..., ai- , > = B’- ui, then A E 9 by Lemma 4.7, and 
similarly Auu;=A u (aI ,..., a,)~@, Auu,,uui= B’u (u ,,..., u~}E~“, and 
A u uiu x = B’u XE 8. Hence by property C, one of the sets A ux, 
A u u,u x, and A u uiu u,u x is feasible. But the first two cannot be 
feasible by the minimality of i, and the last cannot be feasible by the 
maximality of B’. 1 
LEMMA 4.16. Let (E, 9) be a greedoid with properties A, B, and C. Let 
B1 and B, be two buses. Then for every b, E B, there exists a b, E B2 such 
that B, - b2 u b, is a basis. 
Proof. Let C be a common feasible subset of B, and B,. We use induc- 
tion on 1 B2 - CJ. If C = B, then the assertion is clear. So suppose C # B2 
and choose b E B, - C such that C u b E 9. Then augment C u b from B, to 
a basis B,. If b, E B3 then we are done since C u b 2 B, n B, and so the 
induction hypothesis can be applied. So suppose that b, 6 B,. Consider a 
feasible ordering fl=c,...c,bd,...d, of B,, where C= (cl,..., ck}. Then 
(C,,..., ck, dl,..., d,, 6,) = B, EP-, so by Lemma 4.14, bl can be added to 
some beginning section of j% 
Case 1. c1 ... c,b,E9 for some Odidk. Then augment {c,,...,cirbl} 
from B2 to get a basis B, = B2 u b, - b2 with some b2 E B,. 
Case 2. c,...c,bd, .*.djb,E5f for some 06jdt-1. Then augment 
(c, ,..., ck, b, d, ,..., dj, b,} from B, to get a basis B, which contains 
C u b u b, . Replace B, by B, and conclude as above. 1 
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Remark. Note that the assertion of Lemma 4.16 is not equivalent to the 
dual basis exchange property of matroids. In the latter we require that for 
every 6, E B,\B, there is a b, E B,\B, such that B, -b, u b, is a basis. 
COROLLARY 4.17. Let (E, 9) be a normal greedoid with properties A, B, 
and C, and bI ‘. . b, a basic word and x E E. Then there exists an i, 0 < i < 
n-l such that b,...b,xEY. 
ProoJ: Lemma 4.16 implies that {b, ,..., b,} has a subset A such that 
A u x E F. Hence Lemma 4.15 can be applied. i 
THEOREM 4.18. Let (E, 9) be a normal greedoid with properties A, B, 
and C. Then d = 3. 
Proof: d E W, since 9 G B and 9 is closed under union by the inter- 
val property. 
Conversely, let XE W and A a basis of X. Extend A to a basis B and let 
0, “. akb, ... b, be a feasible ordering of B such that {ul ,..., a,} = A. Let 
x E X, then by Corollary 4.17, either there exists an i, 0 6 i < k such that 
a1 ...a,~~9 or there exists aj, 1 <j< t such that a,...a,b,...b,x~Y. 
But the second possibility cannot occur since then 
1 (a, ,..., ak, h,..., b,,x}nXI2k+l>r(X), 
contradicting the assumption that XE .9. So A, = (a,,..., ai, x} is a feasible 
subset of X containing x. Hence X= lJ {A,: x E X} E d. [ 
5. INTERSECTIONS OF SHELLING STRUCTURES WITH 
MATROIDS AND POLYMATROIDS 
As it was shown in the last section, local poset greedoids are 
generalizations of polymatroid greedoids. In this section we discuss some 
general constructions of greedoids which among others yield some local 
poset greedoids which are not polymatroid greedoids. It is interesting to 
remark that these examples are all closely related to matroids in the sense 
that they arise by intersecting matroids with certain shelling structures. 
(1) Let D be a digraph, r E V(D) and E = V(D). Let 9 be the set of 
all arborescences in D rooted at r. Then (E, 9) is a greedoid, which we call 
the directed branching greedoid. Note that obviously (E, 9) is a local poset 
greedoid. 
(2) A natural way of generalization of the above example is to 
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replace the digraph by a hypergraph H = ( V, E) (where E is a family of 
subsets of V), in which a head h(e) E e is assigned to each edge e E E. Define 
Then (E, 9) is a local poset greedoid; this fact will follow from the more 
general constructions below. We call (E, 9) a hypergraph branching 
greedoid. 
(3) Let (E,, f) be a polymatroid, E G E,, and assume that we have 
assigned an element t(e) E E, to every e E E so that f(t(e), e) =f(e). Let 
9= {e,.. . ek: for all 1 <j< k, 
f(e, ,..., e,)=jandf(e ,,..., e,-,,t(e,))=j-I). 
Then (E, 9’) is a local poset greedoid, which we call a polymatroid 
branching greedoid. 
LEMMA 5.1. The polymatroid branching greedoid is a greedoid. 
Proof: Let el"'ekE~,fl"'flE~, and k > 1. Just like in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, we find a j, 1 < j < k, such that f ( fi ,..., f,, ei) = 1+ 1 but 
f(fi ,..., h, e,,.... e, 1) = 1. Then by monotonicity and submodularity, 
f(f,,...,h, t(e,))~f(.f,,...,fr,el,...,e,~,, t(ei)) 
<.f(f, ,..., .h, cl,..., e,-, )+.f(e,,..., e,-,, t(e,,))-f(e13..., e,-l) 
=l+(j-l)-(j-1)=1. 
So fl...f,ejE6P. 1 
The next results shows a connection between polymatroid branching 
greedoids and polymatroid greedoids. 
LEMMA 5.2. The restriction of a polymatroid branching greedoid (E, %) 
to any feasible set is identical with the restriction of the corresponding 
polymatroid greedoid (E, %f). 
Proof Let A E F and B c A. Trivially, if BE F then BE %Y Con- 
versely, suppose that BE +, we claim that BE %. Let e, +. . e, E 6p be an 
ordering of A and let B= (ei ,,..., e,} (i, < ... < ik). Since the restriction of 
-(z; to A is a greedoid defined by a partial ordering of A, B is an ideal of this 
partial order, and ej, . . . e,, does not conflict with this partial order, we have 
ei, ’ * . eik E Yf, i.e., 
f(e II ,..., e,,) = v (v = l,..., k). 
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Furthermore, we have by submodularity 
f(ei,,.-, eivm,, t(eJ, e,,) +f(e,,..., eiv-,, t(ei,)) 
>f(el,..., e,,_,, t(e,,), e,,) +f(ei,t-, eiv_,, dei,)). 
Here 
f(ei,,..., e,,_,, t(e,,), e,,) = v, 
f(e I ,-., eive,, t(e,)) = i, - 1, 
f(e et,-,, 1 ,..., t(ei,h ei,) = 4. 
so 
f(ei, 3-., ei”-, 1 t(ei,)) G V + (i,, - 1) - i,, = v - 1. 
By monotonicity we have equality. Hence e,, ,..., erk E 9, and so BE 9. 1 
COROLLARY 5.3. Every polymatroid branching greedoid is a local poset 
greedoid. 
We mention some special cases of this construction. First, let (E, f) be a 
polymatroid and E, = E u { t }. Define f(X) = f(Xn E) for all X E EO. Let 
t(e) = t for all e E: E. Then the polymatroid branching greedoid is just the 
polymatroid greedoid defined by (E, f). 
Second, let H be a hypergraph as in example (2). Define t(e) = e - h(e) 
for eeE, E,=Eu{t(e):e~E}, andf(X)=IUe6xel for X&E,. Then the 
polymatroid branching greedoid defined by (E,, f) is the hypergraph 
branching greedoid. 
Third, we obtain an interesting special case when E is a set of subspaces 
of a linear space, and for each e E E, t(e) is a subspace of e with dim t(e) = 
dime- 1. Then e, ...e,EY iff for all 1 <jGk, 
ein Span(e, ,..., ejP 1) = t(ej). 
A further class of polymatroid branchings is given by minimal 
F-geometries. Let (E, 8, < ) be a minimal F-geometry. For each XG E, let 
Z(X) denote the ideal generated by X. Let p(X) = r(Z(X)) be the Faigle rank 
function. Then (E, p) is a polymatroid. Extend this polymatroid by a new 
element yI parallel to Z for each subset Z (cf. Lo&z [15]). More precisely, 
let 
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fo=P(wnEbJ(U {Z:y,tXJ)). 
Define, for each e E E, t(e) = yl(,l--e. Then t and f define a polymatroid 
branching greedoid on E, which we denote temporarily by (E, 9’). 
We show that 9’ = F. First, let x1 . . . xk be a feasible word in F. Then 
by the results of Faigle [6], f ( { xi ,..., xi} ) = p( { x, ,..., x,) ) = j for all 
1 < j < k. Furthermore 
= r(Z(x, )...) Xj) -xi). 
We want to show that this rank is j - 1. If not, then r(Z(x, ,..., xi) - xi) = j. 
Hence, xi . . . x, _ I can be augmented by some y E Z(x I ,..., x,) - xj, to get a 
feasible word x1 ... x,+, y. Obviously, y < x,, which contradicts the 
definition of minimal F-geometry. 
Thus r(Z(x, ... x,)-xj)=j-1 for all 1 <j<k, and hence .xl”‘xj is 
feasible in (E, 9’). So 9 c 6’. The reverse inclusion follows similarly. This 
proves that minimal F-geometries are indeed polymatroid branchings. 
It is interesting to remark that by Section 3, Example 4, maximal 
F-geometries are polymatroid greedoids and hence also polymatroid 
branchings. One might expect that all F-geometries are polymatroid 
branchings. This is, however, not the case, as shown in Korte and Lovasz 
c131. 
We saw in Theorem 4.12 that every polymatroid greedoid can be 
represented as the intersection of a matroid with a shelling structure. Next 
we construct a rather general class of greedoids based on this idea. 
However, they are not local posets any more. 
Let (E, 9) be a greedoid with closure operator G and 2 E 2E. We say 
that Z is quasimodular (with respect to (E, F)) if the following conditions 
hold: 
(Pl) XE%, Xc Y implies YES (X is co-hereditary) 
(P2) o(X) E X implies XE X. 
The set-system S is called modular (with respect to (E, 9)) if in addition 
to (Pl ) and (P2), the following holds: 
(P3) If AcE, x,yeE-A, x#y and A, Aux, Auy, Auxu 
YEF, AUXEX, Auy~%, then AE%. 
If (E, 9) is a matroid, then a modular system is essentially equivalent to 
a modular cut as defined by Crapo [2]. A modular cut is a family 9 of flats 
of the matroid such that 
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(Dl) if XG Y are flats and XE~ then YES; 
(D2) if X, YE 9 and r(X) + r(Y) = r(Xu Y) + r(Xn Y) then 
Xn YES, 
It is easy to see that if 9 satisfies (Dl) then Z = (XG E: o(X)~9} 
satisfies (Pl) and (P2). If in addition, 9 satisfies (D2) then X satisfies (P3) 
as well. Conversely, if # is a set-system satisfying (PI) and (P2) then 9 = 
(o(X): XEX’) satisfies (Dl) (note that 9~s). If in addition X satisfies 
(P3) then 9 satisfies (D2). Suppose not, then select flats X and Y violating 
(D2) with Xn Y maximal. Let XEX- Y, YE Y-X, and let X,=o(Xuy). 
Then r(X,) = r(X) + 1 and r(X, n Y) 2 r(Xn Y) + 1, r(X, u Y) 3 r(Xu Y). 
Hence 
r(X, u Y) + r(X, n Y) > r(Xu Y) + r(Xn Y) + 1 
=r(X)+r(Y)+ 1 =r(X,)+r(Y). 
By submodularity we have equality here. Finally, Xi, YE 9 and 
IX, n YI > IXn Yl, so by the choice of X and Y, we have that X1 n YES. 
It also follows that r(X, n Y)= r(Xn Y)+ 1. Let A be a basis of Xn Y, 
then A u y is a basis of X, n Y. Since X, n YE 9 E A? if follows that 
A u y E A?. Similarly, A u x E 2. Since o(A u u) = X, n Y c Y but x $ Y, 
we also have that A u x u y E 9. So (P3) implies that A E X and so by 
definition, Xn Y = a(A) E 9. 
(4) Using these definitions, we can introduce the following general 
construction: Let (E, 9) be a greedoid and let, for each e E E, S(e) c 2E 
be a quasimodular set-system. Define 
U[X] = {el ... e,ET:for all 1 <j<k, {el ,..., ei-,}EZ’(ei)}. 
Then (E, dFp[X]) is a greedoid, as we shall prove below. We call 
(E, Lf[X]) the trimming of (E, 9’) by the system of alternative preceden- 
ces 9 or, for short, 2% a trimmed greedoid. Note that if (E, yx) is the 
shelling structure defined by the alternative precedences X, then .rP[#] = 
L?nSfx. 
LEMMA 5.4. Trimming of a greedoid results in a greedoid. 
Proof Let e,... e,E9’[%], f,...f,~5?[%], Z<k. By the exchange 
property, there exists aj, 1 <j< k such that {e, ,..., e,-,> sa(fi ,..., f,) but 
ej$a(fi ,..., f,). We also have that (e ,,..., e,_,} ~2(e,). So by (Pl), 
a(fi ,..., fr)EA?(ei) and by (P2) we have {fl ,..., fr)EX’(ej). So fi...f,ejE 
9[#]. This proves that (E, 9[%]) is a greedoid. 1 
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LEMMA 5.5. Trimming an interval greedoid results in an interval 
greedoid. 
Prooj The shelling structure defined by X is an interval greedoid, and 
this property is preserved by intersection. 1 
LEMMA 5.6. Trimming a local poset greedoid by a modular system results 
in a local poset greedoid. 
Proof: Let (E, 9) be a local poset greedoid and H a modular system 
of alternative precedences. By Lemma 5.5, 9[&] has the interval 
property. Thus it suffices to verify that it has property (A’) as defined in 
Section 4. To this end, suppose that A, Au (x, z}, A u (y, -7)) and 
Au {x, Y,z}E~[%], we claim that Au {z>E~[%‘]. Suppose not. Since 
9 is a local poset greedoid, we know that A u (z} E 9. So it suffices to 
show that A E J?(Z). 
By the greedoid property of 9[%] we know that A u (x} E 9[%] and 
so by Au (x, z} E*[%], it follows that Au {x} E X(z). Similarly 
A u (y} E OX. 
Furthermore, it follows from A E 9, A u {y} E%, A u {x, z} E%, 
Au (x, y, z} E%, and Au {x} E% by the interval property that 
Au (x, y} E%. 
Thus the conditions of (P3) are satisfied and we obtain that 
AES’?(Z). 1 
The trimming operation is a quite general procedure. Thus it is a natural 
problem to represent various classes of greedoids as trimmings of more 
special greedoids. The following results show that many subclasses of 
greedoids can be obtained already by the trimming of matroids. 
LEMMA 5.1. Every polymatroid branching greedoid is a trimmed matroid. 
Proof. Let (E,, f) be the polymatroid in the definition, and let (E,,, JY) 
be the matroid induced by this polymatroid, i.e., 
J& = {XL E,: f(Y) 2 / YI for all Y c_ X) 
Let (E, J&“) be the restriction of JZ on E. Define 
Z(e)= {XGE-e:f(Xut(e))=f(X),f(Xue)<f(X)+ I} 
Then 2 satisfies (Pl) and (P2). (Pl) is easy. To show (P2), let XC E, 
a(X) e Z(e). 
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First we show that f(o(X))=f(X). In fact, the rank function of the 
induced matroid can be expressed by the following formula (Edmonds [4]) 
Hence there exists a VG a(X) such that T.~(G(X)) =f( V) + la(X) - VI. But 
rAX)<f(VnX)+ IX- VI 
Gf( u + b(x) - VI = rA4W). 
Since we have equality, it follows that f( Vn X) = f( V) and X- V= 
a(X) - V, a(X) = Xu V. Hence 
f(dW) =f(Xu V <f(x) +f( V -f(xn V 
=f(J?. 
Hence f (a(X)) = f(X) by monotonicity. 
Now by monotonicity and submodularity, 
f(Xu t(e)) Gf(o(W u t(e))df(dX)) +fVu t(e)) -f(X) 
=f(dJ3) =f(W 
and hence f(Xut(e))= f(X). It follows by the same argument that 
f(Xue)Bf(X)+ 1. So XEX(e). 
It remains to be shown that the trimmed matroid (E, YVq,[Z]) is just 
the polymatroid branching greedoid (E, 9’) defined by (E,, ,f) and t. 
First, let e, . . . ek E 2’. Then e, ... ek E dc; and hence {e, ,..., ek} E ~2. 
Furthermore, for all 1 <j<k, f(e, ,..., e,)=f(e, ,..., e,-i)+ 1 and 
f(e I  , - . ,  ej- 1, t(ej)) =f(e, , . . . ,  ej- 1 ) by definition, and hence {e, ,..., ej- , } E 
X(ej). SO e, “‘ek E LTu[H]. 
Second, let e,...e,Ey,[&Y], then for all 1 <jGk, f(e, ,..., e,)< 
f(e ,,..., ejp i) + 1 and hence f(e, ,..., ej)< j. But by (e, ,..., e,} E &!, we have 
f(e ,,..., e,) = j. Also by the definition of 9, f(e ,,..., e,-- 1, t(ej)) = 
f(e ,,..., ejp,)=j-1. Hencee,...e,EY’. 1 
Remark. One could verify that the system X as constructed in the 
proof also satisfies (P3) with respect to (E, 9) (but not necessarily with 
respect to (E, .&)). This would yield another proof of Corollary 5.3. 
LEMMA 5.8. Every F-geometry is a trimmed matroid. 
ProoJ: Let (E, < ) be a poset and (E, 9) an F-geometry on it. Let r be 
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the rank function of (I!?, 9’) and p(X) := r(Z(X)) for all XL E. Then (E, pf 
is a polymatroid which induces a matroid (E, A). Define 
Then 2 trivially satisfies (Pl) and (P2). We show that (E, .P’, [Xl) = 
(E, 2). 
Let e, ... ek E 9. Then for all 1 <j< k, p(e, ,..., ej) = j and hence 
el . ..eke$Pp. Hence {el ,..., e,)E&. Furthermore, {e ,,..., ej-,}EX(ej) 
and so e, ...ekeLZ,[Af]. 
Conversely, let e, . . ek E YVH[X], we want to show that e, . . . ek E 9’. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that e, . . . ekp, E 3’. Further- 
more, {el ,..., ek) E Jli! and hence p(e, ,..., ek) = r(Z(el ,..., ek)) B k. Hence, 
there exists an element e;EZ(e,,...,e,) such that e,--.e,-,e;EdP. It 
follows by (Fl) that e;$Z(e,,..., ekpl) and hence e;<e,. 
Now by (e, ,..., ekp I > E %(ek), it follows that there exists a set A E 
0.d { e, ,..., ek ~, ) ) such that A E 9 and A u ek E F. Augment A u ek from 
{e ,,..., ekwl, e;> to a set BEG, IBI =k. Again by (Fl), eb$B, so B= 
A ueku C, where CE (e, ,..., ek- I}. Augment e, ... eke 1 by an element 
bEB, to get e,... ek- ,b~2. Then clearly b$ C, and also b# A since 
(e ,,..., e,-,,b}E& but Azcr,.({e ,,..., ek. ,}). Hence b=e,, and so 
el . ..e.E.Z. 1 
Remark. Minimal and maximal F-geometries can be represented as 
trimmed matroids with simpler alternative precedences. Namely, 
and 
X’(e)= {XG E-e:Z(e)~cr,,(Xue)) 
So(e)= {XcE-e:Z(e)-era,.(X)} 
define the maximal and minimal F-geometries. 
The following construction gives a more handy description of a kind of 
trimming a greedoid: 
(5) Let (E, 3) be a greedoid. For each e E E, let Y(e) c %? be a set of 
closure-feasible sets. Define 
U(S) = {e, . ..e.&+?:forall l<j<k, 
thereexistsa T~Y(e~)with T~a(e,.~.e~-,)}. 
Then (E, 9 (Y )) is called a strong trimming of (E, 2’). 
LEMMA 5.9. Every strong trimming is a trimming. 
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Proof Define, for e E E, 
s(e) = {Xc E: there exists TE F(e), TG o(X)}. 
Then Z’(e) satisfies (Pl) and (P2), since each TE F(e) is closure feasible. 
It is straight forward to verify that Y[&‘] = p(Y). m 
LEMMA 5.10. Every trimming of an interval greedoid is a strong trim- 
ming. 
Proof Define, for e E E, 
F(e) = A?(e) n 9. 
Then by the interval property, F(e) c V. It is straight forward to verify 
that A?(Y) =d;p[A?]. 1 
Remark. The interval property cannot be dropped from the hypothesis 
of Lemma 5.10. In fact, consider the following greedoid (E, 9): 
E= (a, b, c, 4, 9=2’-{(4b}, {c,d}), 
and the following alternative precedences: 
X(a) = 2Eprr, s’?(b) = 2Ep h, 
%(c)={XsE-c:Xn{a,b}#@} 
X(dj={XsE-d:Xn(a,b}#@}. 
Then 2 satisfies (Pl ) and (P2), and the basic words of .Y[X] are the 
words in {a, b} x (c, d} x E x E having no repeated letters. 
We claim that (E, UC%]) cannot be represented as a strong trimming 
of (E, 9). For, suppose that UC&] = Y( Y ) for some Y. Consider 
F(c). Since c # J?[&‘], we have $3 4 Y(c). Since ac E Z’[X], there exists 
a TE Y(c) such that Ts a(a) = (a, b}. But no subset of {a, b} other than 
@ is closure feasible. 
One useful feature of strong trimmings is that it is easy to formulate a 
condition on Y under which the property of being a local poset greedoid is 
preserved. 
LEMMA 5.11. Zf (E, 3’) is a localposet and IF(e)/ = 1 for all eE E, then 
the strong trimming of (E, 9) by Y- is a local poset greedoid. 
Proof Let F(e) = {T(e)}. We show that the system .X(e) = (XC E: 
T(e) G a(X)}, as constructed in the proof of Lemma 5.9, is modular. 
Infact,letA,Aux,Auy,Auxuy~~,Aux,Auy~~(e).Suppose 
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A #X(e). Then T(e) & a(A) and hence there exists a t E T(e) such that 
AutEF. Augment Aut from Auxuy, to get that (say) AU~UXE~. 
Then t # a( A u x) and so A u x $ S?‘(e), a contradiction. m 
In Section 5 of Korte and Lovasz [ 121, three similar procedures were 
introduced to get so-called “slimmed matroids.” It is not difficult to see that 
the first and the third of these are special cases of trimmed matroids and 
the second one is also a trimmed matroid if the greedoid in question is a 
shelling structure. 
6. RELATIONS BETWEEN SUBCLASSES OF GREEDOIDS 
In this and previous papers many different classes and constructions of 
greedoids have been defined. Inclusion relationships between these classes 
are quite complicated. In this section we exhibit an inclusion chart (Fig. 4) 
for these classes of greedoids which are related to the topic of this paper. In 
Fig. 4, a line showing downwards means set-wise inclusion. We could show 
that these inclusions are proper, i.e., we could exhibit a “typical member” 
for each class which is not contained in its subclasses. Moreover, with one 
exception, we could demonstrate, that two classes are not contained in 
FIGURE 4 
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each other unless implied by the chart of Fig. 4. For this we could exhibit 
members for all classes of the chart which belong only to this class and its 
superclasses. 
The construction of typical members of each class for the above-men- 
tioned purposes was sometimes very elaborate. Thus, we do not present the 
examples here. However, these examples give some additional structural 
insight for different classes of greedoids. They might be of value to those 
readers who are interested in it. For this purpose we have documented 
them in an additional working paper (Korte and Lovasz [ 131). 
Note added in prouf: We have shown by a rather elaborate counterexample that properties 
(A), (B) and (C) do not characterize polymatroid greedoids. 
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